
Hospitality
Flooid Solutions bring harmony to your 
hospitality operations by aligning table 
management, orders, inventory, and cash 
on one platform

Flooid Solutions for Hospitality has been 
packaged specifically to address the needs 
of the global marketplace. Control one 
centralised global system, across multiple 
restaurant concepts and menus, offer global 
customer loyalty programs, operate in 
multiple languages with multiple currencies 
and taxation, and enjoy the advantage 
of reduced overall implementation and 
operational costs through cloud deployment.

Flooid Solutions for Hospitality is a hardware 
and operating system agnostic point-of-service 
solution that works seamlessly alongside 
grocery, specialty and general merchandise 
formats - ideal for single reports and a single 
view of the customer. Feature rich capabilities 
include:

• CapEx and OpEx savings via the Cloud
• Point-of-Service
• Stock & inventory
• Purchasing
• Back office

• Central maintenance
 – Prices
 – Promotions
 – POS menus
 – Devices
 – Product data

• In-session table management

• Customised menus

• Targeted kitchen ticketing

• Cash office including cash-in session

• Tabs that follow customers

• Multiple tender types
 – Per-seat ordering
 – Quantity
 – Split the bill



Save time and money

With Flooid Solutions for Hospitality, inventory 
counts and ordering is simpler. Wastage is 
minimised, and accuracy enhanced. Enjoy 
real-time spot checks and one-click suggested 
procurement. Take orders and payment at 
the table with a thick client mobile device that 
mirrors all fixed point-of-service capabilities.

A single platform personalised to your estate

Tailor your point-of-service and kitchen 
ticketing options and receive real-time 
updates. Change menu layouts to suit your 
promotions and your staff. Use bar, restaurant, 
quick service and drive-thru modes within the 
same site. And enjoy seamless local variation 
and multiple menu concepts within one global 
reporting tool. This is all made easier and the 
savings even greater when deployed to the 
Cloud.

“There’s no need for separate systems with 
Flooid. By linking all retail formats, we simplify 
everything, allowing our customers to do what 
they do best – serve and sell.”

Product Manager, Flooid

Integrations

Flooid is hardware and operating system 
agnostic. It integrates with industry-leading 
kitchen management, quick service restaurant, 
recipe, and menu providers. Choose Flooid 
to build capabilities while lowering cost of 
ownership and maintaining a single system 
across all formats within your store estate.
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